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 MORE RIPP BILLS SIGNED INTO LAW 
Crucial Implements of Husbandry Bill becomes law  

 
Madison- Eleven bills authored by State Representative Keith Ripp (R-Lodi) were signed into law 
by Governor Scott Walker Tuesday afternoon that cover a wide variety of transportation issues, 
including changes to disabled parking laws and essential updates to implements of husbandry 
statutes.  
 
SB 509, the “Implements of Husbandry” bill, updates Wisconsin laws to reflect the reality of modern 
agricultural operations and equipment.  It creates a regulatory structure that will ensure the 
continued success of the largest single industry in the state while providing strong public safety 
standards and maintaining our infrastructure. While it includes many provisions, the bill’s most 
important aspects include raising current weight and size limits, creating a no-fee permit system, and 
creating a new and more easily understood implements of husbandry definition.  
 
“Today is a great day for farmers and Wisconsin’s agricultural community,” Ripp said. “Our 
implements of husbandry bill ensures that farmers can continue to do what they do best by 
protecting their investments in their farm equipment while also protecting our state’s investments 
in our infrastructure. We need to do everything possible to promote Wisconsin’s number one 
industry, and I think our bill strikes a great compromise between all the stakeholders involved.” 
 
The other ten bills signed into law deal primarily with transportation related issues, many of which 
were brought forward by the Department of Transportation as simple fixes to problems in current 
law. 
 
AB 262- “Transportation Right the Rules” Bill: directly amends portions of the Transportation 
Administration Code. The Wisconsin Small Business Regulatory Review Board (SBRRB) began an 
overview of the Wisconsin Administrative Code.  Over several months, the Board identified 
numerous changes and updates to the Code to improve everyday life for Wisconsin citizens and 
those changes were folded into this omnibus bill.  
 
AB 278- “Common Motor Carrier Definition” Bill: harmonizes state and federal regulations by 
reducing the threshold number of passengers in a commuter van or car pool from 16 to 8, including 
the driver.  Carriers operating above that number would be subject to regulation as common motor 
carriers.  
 
AB 714- “Audible Signal for Passing Vehicle” Bill: eliminates the reference to an audible signal or 
warning by the driver of an overtaking vehicle, so that the requirements on the driver of the vehicle 



 

being passed apply regardless of whether an audible signal or warning is made. The bill would 
make state law consistent, regardless of which side the pass is made on. 
 
AB 715- “Cancellation of Vehicle Title Due to Fraud” Bill: requires DOT to cancel a motor vehicle 
title or registration if DOT discovers fraud on an agent of DOT, such as a motor vehicle dealer that 
processes title and registration applications for DOT. 
 
AB 716- “Expiration of Motor Vehicle License Date” Bill: amends the state statutes to permit the 
reinstatement of a DL or ID card for the time period remaining on the original DL or ID card, instead 
of the mandatory two-year expiration. The bill specifies that a new license issued after cancellation 
expires on the expiration date of the prior license at the time of cancellation. 
 
AB 812- “Emission Inspection Fraud” Bill: creates clear statutory language in order to prosecute 
vehicle emissions inspection fraud. The bill provides that if anyone commits emissions testing 
fraud, they are generally subject to a forfeiture of $500. However, if the person committing the 
fraud is an emissions tester at one of the private inspection facilities, they are guilty of a class H 
felony and are subject to a fine of up to $10,000, with imprisonment of no more than six years.  
 
AB 824- “Disabled Parking Package: enforcement of parking violations involving spaces 
reserved for persons with disabilities” Bill: would allow local governments, at their discretion, 
to use non-deputized staff or appointees to assist in parking enforcement. The bill is left open for 
local governments to decide if and how they will take advantage of this ability. In some areas, there 
are organized advocacy groups who may be engaged while others may use part time staff to 
augment enforcement.  
 
AB 825- “Disabled Parking Package:  parking violations involving spaces reserved for 
persons with disabilities” Bill: Current law allows penalties for illegally parking in a disabled 
parking space of between $50 and $300. Assembly Bill (AB) 825 simply changes the minimum 
applicable fine for parking in a handicapped space from $50 to $150. The maximum fine remains at 
$300.  
 
AB 828- “Disabled Parking Package: parking spaces reserved for persons with physical 
disabilities” Bill: provides that a lot must be brought into compliance when it is initially 
constructed, resurfaced, or seal coated. It also creates an additional requirement that in facilities 
with four or more spaces reserved for disabled individuals, one of the four and 25% of any 
additional spaces be reserved and designed specifically for vehicles equipped with lift gates for 
wheel chairs. This means that one spot must be “lift van accessible only” rather than simply van 
accessible. These spaces must have an aisle adjacent to the parking place and be no less than 96 
inches wide.  

                              
SB 341- “Poles and Pipes Permit Fix” Bill: recreates the provisions that were inadvertently 
deleted in 2011 Act 53.  Specifically, the bill will once more allow cooperatives and utilities 
transporting poles and pipes to carry a load extending no more than ten feet beyond the front 
fender and six inches beyond the right fender. 
 
All eleven bills passed in both houses of the Legislature with broad bi-partisan support and were 
signed into law at the State Capitol on April 23, 2014.  
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